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further confirmed by Dr. C. Hiiussermann last year, who has 
!solated a definite crystallised sodium perchromate, as described 
m the :Jouma!f:1r Praktische Chm:ie, quoted in NATURE in 
the notes given July 27, 1893, p. 300. FAIRLEY. 

Cataloguing Scientific Papers. 
THE recent circular issued by the Royal Society anent the 

indexing of scientific literature affords me a pretext for suggest
ing in your columns a reform which I have long thought to he 
urgently required. It is that henceforward all scientific publica
tions should be issued in only one volume per annum-in parts, if 
necessary, but consecutively paged and with only one index
and that this volume should be primarily referred to by the year 
of its publication, not by its number since the first issue of the 
publication. Two advantages would accrue from this system. In 
the first place, the date of all quoted work would be fixed; in the 
second place, the finding of the abstracts of papers published 
elsewhere, printed in the journals of scientific societies, wo:1ld be 
rendered more easy. A little reflection will show that these 
benefits are not trivial. For example, suppose an author refers 
to a paper by Smith published in NATURE, vol. xi. I have not 
(may I be pardoned for saying so !) the slightest idea when 
NATURE was first issued, nor do I remember whether one or 
two volumes of this periodical appear per annum. I am there
fore totally in the dark as to whether Smith's work is one year 
old or twenty years old, and consequently I am ignorant whether 

. he is likely to have used the most modern appliances in his re· 
search, and whether he is likely to have been contradicted by 
subsequent observers. Again, I am referred by an author to a 
paper by Schmidt, in the Berichte of the German Chemical 
Society, vol. xx. Not pos<essing this journal, I hope to be able 
to find an abstract of the paper in question in the :Journal of the 
Chemical Society, to which I subscribe ; but as I have no notion 
in what year vol. xx. of this Berichte was published, I have to 
search throt1gh numerous indexes in order to find the abstract. 
A search for previously published work is already sufficiently 
difficult to cause many Jo shrink from the task ; ten years hence 
it may be expected to be the most laborious and thankless work 
which the investigator has to perform. A. G. BLoXAM. 

19. 
Clavatella Prolifera. 

Tms hydrozoan may be added to the list of the Jersey marine 
fauna. It occurs in rock pools on the higher littoral between 
the Point des Pas and Gorey, and probably at other places round 
the coast. I often found three or four colonies in one small 
pool ; but the number of polypites in a colony was very small
generally two or three, rarely four, and only in one case five. 
The stolon runs along in 1he chinks of the Melobesia that grows 
over so many of the pools, hence it is not an easy matter to 
obtain specimens there. The walking-buds, however, were 
fairly plentiful. 

May I ask if any correspondent of NATURE has ever seen the 
walking-bud of Efmtheria, in which both extremities of the 
bifurcated arms are said to consist of a ball of thread-cells? 

:\Jay 22. HEMRY SCIIERREN. 

THE DESTRUCTIVE EFFECTS OF SMALL 
P ROJ ECTI LES.t 

THE effects of small projectiles when driven at high 
velocity through the tissues of the brain have 

always excited the deepest interest, for very obvious 
reasons. 

This interest must always be two-sided, namely: (1) 
Physical ; (2) Pathological ; and it is upon these two 
points of view that I propose to speak to you this 
evening. 
. Conceive a cyli!"ldrical bullet with a conical head fly
mg through the atr some ten or fifteen times faster than 
an express train. 

\Ve have now to study what it is doing in its aerial 
flight, and what will happen when that terminates by the 
projectile striking both hard and soft substances. 

This embodies matter for the purely physical side of 
the work. 

1 A lecture delh·ered at the Royal Institution on April 6, by Prof. Victor 
Horsley, F.R.S. 
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But imagine, further, that the hard and soft substances 

just mentioned are the skull and brain respectively, what 
will happen then ? 

This is the pathological part of the question, and it is 
one of the greatest moment; for whereas it is true that a 
few persons do survive being shot in the head, the large 
majority die; and it is my object to show you how a 
combination of physical and pathological experiments 
has revealed the reason why the majority do die, and re
vealed it, fortunately, so distinctly as to suggest means 

-for warding off the fatal result. 
(1) Pli_Ysical Comiderafions.-First take the case of a 

bullet flying through the atmosphere. Here in this 
extremely beautiful photograph, kindly lent me by Prof. 
Boys, you observe that the bullet drives before it a wave 
of compressed air. Now this compressed air-wave is 
what is popularly called the wind of the shot, and to it 
used to be ascribed by military surgeons a certain pro
portion of deaths. The origin of this theory is difficult 
to discover, as the only case I am aware of in which the 
post mortem examination did not reveal ha:morrhage, 
fracture, &c. indicating that the shot had actually struck 
the body (though without injuring the highly elastic 
skin) is the instance given by the great Russian military 
surgeon Pirogoff, in his interesting surgical experiences 
of the Crimean war. Even this instance finds a priori a 
more reasonable explanation in syncope, and we shall 
see directly that the wind of the shot not only cannot, 
under any circumstances, kill a man, but also that its 
energy is far too slight for it to have any destructive 
effect whatever. It is rather curious to find that but few 
attempts have been made directly to estimate the wind 
of the shot, and those by Pelikan and others are only for 
large shot and by too coarse methods to be applicable 
in the case of a bullet, as the following experiment 
shows. 

An extremely light vane of paper carrying a delicate 
mirror is suspended to a cocoon fibre, and carefully pro
tected from currents of air in the room. A very gentle 
puff causes the vane to fly out most vigorously, yet we 
shall find that the ·380 bullet moving a thousand feet a. 
second may pass within eight inches of it without causing 
the least deviation of a ray of light reflected from the 
mirror. It is only when the bullet passes within an inch 
or two of the edge of the vane that there is some slight 
rotation. The ·303 magazine service rifle, with a velocity of 
twice that of the larger bullet, produces little more than 
the same result. It is therefore obvious in this case that 
the far higher velocity is more than compensated for by 
the lesser sectional area of the projectile displacing the 
air. Although there was no proof of much displacement 
of the air, it was pretty generally held that when the 
bullet entered any substance the compressed air driven 
before it exercised an explosive effect. This opinion was 
more particularly supported by the Belgian physicist 
1\Ielsens, who actually described it by the term "pro
jectile air." The matter was taken up from the point of 
view of pure physics, and l\Iagnus demonstrated that if 
a body like a bullet entered water, e.g. in falling the 
funnel which the displaced water makes in the axis ofthe 
body as soon as that is fully immersed, entangles air, and 
that it is this air which is carried by the body into the 
fluid, rather than that any air is forced in in front of 
the bullet. In answer to 1\Iagnus, Laroque invented the 
following ingenious experiment. He allowed a long 
body, incapable of wholly sinking, to drop into the water, 
and then found that there was air driven in in front 
of it ; while, by the nature of the experiment, he had, 
of course, excluded the possibility of any air following 
the base of the projectile. I have repeated all these ex
periments (employing in Laroque's a slender rod of wood} 
and found that while his contention that air is driven in 
front of the bullet is completely substantiated, yet 
1\Iagnus' observation is so far correct that air is also 
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driven in after it, the fact being that the two conditions 
are not opposed but simultaneous. Magnus' view was 
further supported by the adverse criticbm of the theory 
of projectile air of the celebrated French artillerist 
Morin, which criticism amounted to this, that when a 
projectile was directed against a solid body it must 
necessarily foiiow that so elastic a substance as air should 
be completely reflected from the surface. I should like 
·to draw your attention to this word solid, because I 
believe that in that we find the key to the difficulty, 
and the apparent paradoxes presented to us are to be 
explained by the fact that the results are wholly depen
dent upon the simple question of the relative viscosities 
of the substances entered. To solve this, I employed the 
same falling bodies, and examined their entanglement of 
air in water and glycerine respectively, and found that 
whereas in the case of water, Laroque's non-floating rod 
drove air in front of it as well as probably at the side, 
yet when the same rod. was caused to fall into glycerine 
of high concentration there was no air in front, but air
bubbles could be seen clinging to the sides of the rod. 
.Further, in glycerine the entanglement of air in the 
funnel formed by the base of the bullet, as described by 
Magnus, was very striking. It appeared to me that 
whatever air was driven in front of it was whoiiy re
rlected by the sufficiently viscous fluid, and hence it must 
be, afortiori, still more completely reflected from the 
surfaces of hard and soft solids like the skull and brain 
respectively. 

To sum up, the so-called projectile air can have no 
real bursting effect, since, as I have demonstrated, in the 
first place it exerts very feeble pressure, as tested on a 
delicate vane, and in the second place it is certainly 
easily reflected from surfaces of but moderate density. 

The Influence of Rotation produud by Rifling.-It is 
commonly thought that the spin of the bullet communi
cated to it by the rifling of the barrel, and which is very 
great, causes a considerable amount of the disturbance 
created in the interior of moist substances, which is 
usually spoken of as the bursting or explosive effect. 
Kocher thought that this would not be appreciable, and that 
the rotatory movement would only cause the displaced 
particles to take a course tangential to the surface of the 
bullet rather than perpendicular. Although the smooth 
surface of the bullet of course adds force to the idea that 
its rotation is not very effective, it is obviously a matter 
of both interest and importance that the matter should 
be more closely studied. Colonel Henrad made plaster 
casts _of of shots, d!stinct spiral 
markmgs mdtcattve of the rotation m questiOn. Acting 
on this suggestion, it was easy to institute a series of 
experiments of the following kind. Pure modelling clay 

consistence (for the influence of the water present 
vule wfra) was rendered homogeneous by kneading 
shaped. into square blocks of length, and 
ported m a hard flat surface or m a box, the ends being 
open. The cavity made by the bullet in entering and 
traversing the mass was then filled with liquid plaster-of
paris, and a cast obtained. Examples of such casts are 
before you, and they completely display the rotation in 
question. 

The first point which has to be borne in mind is the 
relation of the rotation to the projection or forward 
movement of the bullet. In passing through a body of 
little resistance like the air, it is clear that for every given 
unit of distance travelled, the displacement evohd by 
the rotation must be something very small, because 
although the bullet turns one and a half times in travers
ing the barrel, that is nearly a yard in length conse
quently, so far as the rotation is concerned, that for a 
unit, say one inch, of the flight of the bullet would be 
extremely small, namely about one-twentieth of the cir
cumference of the builet, which, roughly speaking, would 
be (for the ·380 bullet) about one-twentieth of an inch, the 
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insignificance of which is obvious. The matter, however, 
assumes · a somewhat different aspect when a bullet is 
engaged in a solid substance through which it is forcing 
its way with rapidly diminishing velocity. In such a 
case, where the projection journey of the projectile is 
quickly coming to an end, it becomes of special import
ance to see what is becoming of the factor of rotation. 
The plaster casts obtained in the manner indicated show 
clearly enough · the interesting fact that the rotation 
persists to the end, when the bullet has simply taken its 
course through the atmosphere, and then entered the suft 
clay. Fui-ther, the casts also show what is a necessary 
deduction from our earlier considerations on this matter, 
namely, that as the rotation is preserved till the end 
of the trajectory, the twist is proportionately more 
pronounced as the forward movement is lost. 

It is for our present purpose important to see whether 
the rotation is well marked when the projectile is com
pletely deformed. To examine this point a new series of 
experiments were undertaken, in which the bullet was 
first caused to penetrate a flat bone before entering the 
clay. It is very clear that the rotation is still present . 
In discussing this question I have left unnoticed the fact 
that owing to the resistance of a body like clay, the co
hesiveness of which of necessity varies slightly from 
point to point, there will be a great tendency for the 
bullet to change its direction, more especially as the base 
is heavier than apex, and to this change of direction 
must be attributed in part the change of surface simu
lating the rotation effects due to the rifling. The two 
conditions, however, can be distinguished readily on 
careful examination. 

So far as destructive effects in the brain are concerned, 
it is therefore clear that relatively little is to be ascribed 
to rotation. 

Projection Destructive Efficts.-The destruction by the 
bullet moving forward through a solid body is the most 
important matter for us to consider. There are two sets 
of factors determining the degree of destruction in any 
given substance. 

(I) Factors due to the bullet. 
(2) Factors due to the physical comtitulion of the 

solid. 
(I) Factors due to the bullet. So far as the projectile 

is concerned, the chief considerations are (a) its 
momentum; (b) its sectional area ; (c) its becoming 
heated. 

(a) ,lfommtum.-Although it will of course be generally 
understood that the greater the velocity the greater the 
damage for the same weight of shot, still, in connection 
\vith the small-bore service rifles of the present day, some 
seem to think that the small bullet, by virtue of its 
travelling at a great pace, would pierce the tissues with
out causing much general damage. The fallacy involved 
in this belief we shall see directly ; but a single glance at 
the casts arranged in order of the velocities of the bullets, 
shows immediately the unreality of the notion. In every 
case the particles of the substance are hurried forward 
(particularly evident in the casts before mentioned) in 
front of the builet, and thus by increasing the size of the 
moving mass such particles practically constitute a larger 
projectile. l\luch destruction is due to this, as Delorme 
has more particularly demonstrated in the well-known 
case of firing a bullet into a book, wherein one may see 
the laceration of the pages successively increased, 
although the momentum of the bullet is steadily dimin
ishing and in proportion to the increasing laceration, so 
discs of increasing diameter are found in the cavity, 
having been cut from the preceding pages. The 
hurrying forward of the particles is very beautifully 
shown by Prof. Boys in his photographs of the 
debris of glass plates after a bullet has passed 
through them. In one case a large fragment of glass is 
shown to be moving parallel to the bullet, i.e. with the 
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same velocity. This question of accessory damage is of 
much importance to the pathological problem ho\v much 
damage is effected in the brain. I have found discs of 
bone forced through the brain, such discs (as will appear 
directly) being larger than the projectile itself. Small 
fragments are also hurried forward with the same velocity 
as the bullet, as these casts show, the plaster method 
thus confirming Prof. Boys' photographic record. 

(b) Sectional Area.-From what has just been said, it 
is plain that the crushing effect of the bullet will be 
greatly increased if its diameter is enlarged; and it is 
understood that this was the reason why the Duke of 
Wellington opposed the introduction of the smaller bore 
weapon for the old musket called "Brown Bess." But few 
words, therefore, are requisite in dealing with this point. 
I wish, however, to draw attention to an extremely com
mon result of the employment of leaden bullets, and a 
result which is wholly dependent on the principle just 
enunciated. In a photograph of the penetration of an 
iron plate by the magazine rifle bullet, it will be noticed 
that the diameter of the holes is almost twice that of 
the bullet as it leaves the muzzle of the rifle. 'Vhen 
the bullet is picked up, however, after it has passed 
through the plate, the reason of this seeming absurdity 
is at once recognised, for the bullet is compressed into 
a hard mass of lead and nickel by its first impact on the 
front of the plate, of the size of the hole shown. It is 
important, therefore, for the military surgeon to consider 
what proportion of the damage is due to deformation of 
the projectile on striking the body, but the sectional 
area demands very little attention when compared to the 
velocity as a source of destruction. 

(c) Heating.-The notion that a bullet produced some 
of its destructive effects in consequence of its being 
raised in temperature, as a natural result of some of its 
momentum being converted into heat, has always been 
before scientists ever since the invention of fire-arms, and 
endless have been the suggestions put forward to support 
this idea. I am not going to waste your time on the 
matter because, in spite of the plausible papers of Hagen
bach and Socin, there are certain facts plain and simple 
enough which, to mr mind, completely dispose of the 
notion put forward by those authors, namely that the 
bullet undergoing deformation on striking a hard sub
stance like bone becomes heated so intensely that it 
partly fuses. The simplest observation of all is that, I 
think, made by von Beck, and which I have often con
firmed, namely that a bullet, though completely deformed 
by impact, may enclose a hair or piece of wood without 
these being in the least degree altered by heat; while as 
for its being heated in the barrel, &c., that cannot amount 
to 40 C., for Messner has shown that a bullet traversing 
dirty clothing carries with it living microbes, and deposits 
them in the object it strikes, still in a living state, so that 
they grow therein if the soil is a suitable one ; and these 
observations have been fully confirmed by Delorme and 
Laveran. It is to be hoped that we have heard the last 
of this unquestionably exaggerated idea of the heating 
of a bullet. 

(2) Factors due to the physical constitution of the 
solid. 

'Ve now enter upon the discussion of the most inter
esting of all the physical considerations determining the 
well-known bursting effect which a bullet produces on 
certain substances, e.g. clay, brain, &c., while simply 
perforating others, e.g. wood, iron, &c. The reason why 
a bullet behaves apparently quite differently when it is 
forcing its way through solids of different kinds, has 
been, as a matter of fact, answered ever since 1848, when 
Huguier made some remarkable, but little known, re
searches of the effects of bullets on soft tissues, after he 
had observed the results of the wounds inflicted in the 
fighting in Paris in 1848. It will be remembered that in 
that struggle, as in others, the appearance of bursting 
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within the tissues was very noteworthy, and gave rise to 
the notion of explosive bullets having been employed by 
the combatants contrary io the received opinions of 
international comity. The whole question is a perfectly 
simple matter, an !I resolves itself merely into the proposi
tion that destructive effects vary .in direct proportion to 
the cohesiveness, i.e. the fluidity of the particles corn
posing the body. Ever since the observations of Tresca, 
Roberts-Austen, and others, we have been made familiar 
with the phenomenon of the flow of metals when these are 
subjected to powerful pressure, and the mode of the dis
placement of the particles has always been compared to 
the displacement observed in viscous fluids. The extreme 
case in which fluidity is least present is that of the sub
stances which we term brittle. In these, while much 
pulverisation occurs, the displacement of particles later
ally is very slightly marked. Contrast the penetration of 
an example of this class, namely a flat, thin bone, with 
the effect produced on a more or less plastic solid 
like brain, and a striking difference presents itself, for 
whereas the bone is simply penetrated in the long axis 
of the bullet, the brain is thrown aside in every direction. 
Huguier made observations on certain dead organs, 
e.g. lung, liver, &c., and suggested that the reason why 
there was so much lateral disturbance was that the tissues 
contained water in large quantity, and that the energy of 
the moving projectile being imparted to the particles of 
water, caused the dispersion of these in a hydrodynamic 
fashion . Kocher, in 1874 to 1876, was the first who 
thoroughly dealt with this question in the manner 
shadowed forth by Huguier, and he proved, in a series 
of interesting experiments, which Dr. Kramer and myself 
have fully confirmed, that the effect is really a hydro
dynamic one. One of the simplest of his observations 
you see before you, and is made as follows :-Two tin 
canisters are taken of precisely the same size and 
strenath, and are filled with equal quantities of lint; but 
in th; one case the lint is dry, in the other saturated with 
water. \Vhen a bullet of moderate velocity is fired 
through these canisters, it simply perforates the dry one, 
but causes the wet one to burst explosively. It is, how
ever, not a simple question in dealing with these artificial 
schemata merely to provide a porous substance the 
cavities of which are filled with water, for I have found 
that if the intervening septa are strong, as, for instance, in 
the case of sponge, that the bursting effect is not so 
great. In fact, the water must be thoroughly incor
porated with the substance, or, to speak more correctly, 
the substance must be more perfectly fluid. This can be 
easily demonstrated by taking dough containing different 
percentage_s of water! and since doug? is a i!l 
which the mcorporat10n of the water IS very complete, 1t 
affords a particularly good example to employ. By firing 
bullets of precisely the same velocity through these 
samples, you see that the destruction is effected strictly 
proportionally to the fluidity of each specimen. This is 
the reason why it is really of no absolute value to make 

o_n dead. tissues, fo: the: brain in of 
rigor morlts IS practically a sohd, smce both 1ts hvmg 
protoplasm and blood in the blood-vessels has coagulated, 
whereas in the living condition the first is semi-fluid, and 
the second quite fluid. It was to investigate this point, 
as well as the previous questions, that I have paid more 
especial attention to the proportionate relation existing 
between the velocity and the explosi·1e effect. The re
sults are very obvious in the casts before you. This work 
has been immensely facilitated by the kindness of Sir 
Andrew Noble, who caused to be constructed at my re
quest a modification of a 22-calibre rifle, whereby I can 
fire a 40-grain bullet with any velocity I wish from a few 
hundred feet per second to over 3500 feet per second. 

The casts show that the effect in the clay is propor
tional to (1) the velocity of the bullet, (2) the wetness of 
the clay. 
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The method of proof is so convincing I need not detain 
you further in this discussion. 

Since the question is, we now see, all-important, it be
comes a matter of no small moment to study the effect 
exerted by bullets entering fluid (for example, water). In 
the first place, as may be seen by these experiments, the 
effect of the perforation of a skull, filled with water, by a 
bullet, as was first done by Kocher, is to cause the burst
of the sutures. I would draw your attention to the fact 
that the separation of the bones is most marked on the 
side of the entry of the bullet. It was the observation of 
this latter point which led me to think that it might be 
possible to automatically record the disturbance of the 
fluid, and this was effected in the following way. 

A long trough having been prepared, with one end 
closed with rubber one-eighth of an inch thick, and a tall, 
white,.flat surfa.ce lowered vertically into the trough, the 
latter IS filled With a solution of methylene blue. A small 
bullet of low velocity (6oo feet per sec.) is fired in the long 
axis of the trough, I em. below the surface of the water. 
As a result, a wave is thrown up against the white 
screen, which is consequently marked with a blue splash 
the same describing a curve, indicating, firstly, that 
disturbance is greatest where the velocity and resistance 
increased by compression, are both at their highest, i./ 
soon after the bullet enters the fluid; and, secondly, that 
the displacement diminishes gradually as the momentum 
lessens. 

Complete confirmation of the parallelism between soft 
solids and fluids in their behaviour to the rapidly-moving 
bullet is seen in comparing the cast of the track made by 
a bullet moving through clay, with the curves obtained 
by the water record. 

In both, the maximal displacement occurs shortly after 
the bullet has entered the substance, and in both the 
diminution of disturbance is much more gradual than its 
development, and is evidently proportional in the main to 
the loss of momentum. A final proof is afforded by sus
pending columns of methylene blue in clear water, or salt 
solution, and then firing through the whole. With the 
'380 bullet and three grains of smokeless powder the last 
column in the 4-foot trough was not disturbed. 

This doubtless is a result which would be generally 
foreseen, but it was worth while to test it experimentally, 
and it. certainly very strikingly demonstrates how localised 
the bursting disturbance is, which completely explains 
the limitation of the explosive effect on the skull on the 
side of entry. Sundry interesting subordinate points 
arose in the course of these experiments, and have served 
to afford the necessary control of the method, e.g. the 
peculiar splash of the bullet striking the rubber end of the 
trough alone, i.e. not penetrating; and, again, the tracing 
made by a bullet which, being fired a little too super
ficially, records the elevation of successive waves as it 
ricochets along the surface; and, finally, the record of a 
bullet deflected by the resistance of the water (as well as 
by want of horizontality), showing a long, oblique splash 
where it has carried up the fluid into the air. 

From all these experiments on the pure physics of this 
subject we are justified in believing that when a bullet is 
fired against the head (whether that of a man or any 
other warm-blooded animal), so as to penetrate the cere
bral hemispheres in a transverse direction, the following 
series of phenomena occurs. The impact of the bullet 
on the bone causes depression of that bone over an area 
larger than the diameter of the uninjured bullet, this 
causing a slight rise of tension in the skull, since that 
cavity is completely filled with fluid, e.g. the cerebro
spinal fluid and blood in the blood-vessels, together with 
the living brain, which, as has already been stated, is a 
semi-viscous substance. In the next instant the bullet 
enters the cavity, and the slight rise of tension is instantly 
converted by the universal displacement (explosive effect) 
of the contents, into a very severe rise of pressure, most 
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marked on the side of entry. The lines of force which 
this pressure takes is shown in this diagram, and it will 
be obvious to you that these forces will on meetino- the 
rigid skull tend, as I have already shown, to burst it" and 
if they fail in that, then they will certainly be 
on to the brain, a matter, as we shall presently see of 
special pathological significance. As you see from 
?iagram, the brain substance must be driven ·against the 
mternal surface of the globular cranium. This drivincr 
of the brain against the hard bone is exemplified in every 
post-mortem examination. A good instance is seen in 
the accompanying specimen, in which, although the 
bullet traversed the extreme tips of the frontal lobe and 
the olfactory bulbs, numerous bruises are seen on the 
hinder portions, where they have been crushed against 
the bone. Similarly evidences of the direct transmission 
of the pressures are to be found at the base of the brain 
in the longitudinal fissure, &c., wherever, in short, the 
brain can be pressed against an unyielding substance. 
The final proof of the correctness of this interpretation 
is to be referred to directly, in which the vault of the 
cranium is removed before the shot, so that the energy 
of the pressure is expended in ejecting portions of the 
brain into the air, and not :;o much on the basal.regions, 
as just described. So, too, the energy of tlie bullet is 
communicated in the same way to the fluid. in the ven
tricular cavities (Duret's "choc cephalo-rachidicn "), 
which tunnel the brain down to the medulla oblongata. 
The medulla oblongata is thus subjected to pres
sure from two sources: (I) the hydrodynamic dis
placement of the brain en masse; (2) the direct 
crushing effect due to the movement of the cerebro
spinal fluid in the ventricles. 

\Ve are now brought to the aim and object of these 
preliminary considerations, namely, the reason why these 
disturbances within the skull cause death, and how the 
fatal issue is produced; .in short, we must pass from the 
questions of pure physics to the more complex problems 
of pathology. 

(2) Patlzological Comiderations.-The experiments, 
the results of which I now wish to lay before you, con
stitute a long series which was carried out last year by 
Dr. Kramer and myself. \Ve arranged the experiments 
as follows: A dog was placed under ether, and one 
femoral artery connected with a mercurial manometer 
to give record of the heart beats and pressure of 
the blood in the trunk arteries of the circulatory 
system. Another similar manometer was connected 
with the peripheral end of an artery so as to 
record the changes of pressure in the small capillary 
vessels, changes which I may remark incidentally are 
usually due to those disturbances in the central nervous 
system which we call vaso-motor. Thirdly, the move
ments of respiration are traced on the recording surface 
by means of rubber tambours known as Bert's and 
Marcy's, respectively. If the pressure within the skull 
was also to be recorded, then a steel tube was fixed into a 
trephine opening filled with the salt solution, and con
nected by a rubber air-tube also with a l\Iarey's tambour. 
Occasionally we put on the same paper a record of the 
contraction of the rectus femoris muscle, this latter being 
directly connected with a Fick's spring myograph. At 
the bottom of the tracing is given, firstly, the record of 
the movements of an electro-magnet signal (Smith's) 
interrupted by a metronome beating seconds. The last 
line traced is that from a Smith's signal in the circuit of 
a single cell, and one of the wires from which is made of 
very slender brass, and fixed across the muzzle of 
pistol or rifle, so that when the shot leaves the muzzle It 
cuts it and breaks the contact (\Voohvich method). 

When a bullet of low velocity (6oo f.p.s.) strikes 
the skull in a glancing fashion, there is only a 
trifling disturbance of respiration, but when the 
bullet enters the cranial cavity and sets up the 
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powerful hydrodynamic pressure before referred to, a 
very severe effect is produced, namely, complete arrest 
of the respiration and a slight fall of the central blood 
pressure, this causing a similar feeble fall in the peripheral 
blood pressure. A little later (5-10 sees.) than the arrest of 
respiration a remarkable rise in the blood pressure 
occurs, this rise continuing until the normal tension is 
exceeded. These observations prove beyond doubt that 
the first cause of death is not what it is usually supposed 
to be, and as taught in the text-books, namely arrest of 
the heart and syncope, since, as you see, the heart goes 
on beating although the respiration has completely 
stopped. Furthermore, if we quickly perform artificial 
respiration we obtain recm·ery from the otherwise fatal 
arrest. 

This suggests very strongly that the police and persons 
who are trained in giving the first aid to the wounded 
should be taught that with a gunshot wound of the cerebral 
hemispheres, the proper thing to do is to employ arti
ficial respiration rather than the giving of stimulants, &c. 
But, as you may well expect, the matter does not stop 
here, nor is it so very simple, because we find that there 
are certain conditions under which the secondary rise of 
blood pressure does not occur. 

It is now quite evident that the fatal phenomena of the 
gunshot wound of the cerebral hemisphere is in the first 
instance cessation of the breathing, and I have now to 
indicate in detail how this is produced by the hydro
dynamic disturbance evoked within the skull cavity by 
the energy of the bullet. It is perhaps necessary to first 
remind you that the ttpper part of the spinal cord or 
medulla oblongata contains the chief centre for the move
ments of respiration. I would also draw your attention 
to the fact that therein is also the centre of origin of the 
vagus nerve, which nerve has the power of slowing the 
heart. Thus there are two important centres in the 
medulla which are liable to be affected by changes of ten
sion around them induced, as above stated, when the 
bullet traverses the cerebral hemispheres in a transverse 
direction. It may be that the centres are principally 
affected by the mechanical pressure of the explosive 
effect, but this latter of necessity produces a certain 
amount of an;cmia of the nerve centres ; some of the 
effect may also be produced by that condition too. Sup
posing that the artificial respiration has been properly 
carried out, and the respiratory centre is revived into 
activity, there is yet another condition to be overcome, 
without which the animal or person dies, and for a long 
recognised reason, namely, that the bullet having in its 
passage cut through various blood-vessels, blood is poured 
out w'ithin the skull, and consequently raises very severely 
the intra-cranial tensicn. This constitutes, as a matter 
of fact, a second cause of death, for under these circum
stances the accumulated blood causes such severe com
pression, that it not only again paralyses the respiratory 
centre but also irritates the vagus centre, causing a 
marked slowing of the heart. The proof of the 
truth of this statement is given at once the moment 
we cut the vagi nerves, for if these are divided the 
heart immediately resumes its former rhythm. The 
next curves are to exhibit the increase in the intra-cranial 
tension, which occurs the moment the bullet enters the 
skull. The line drawn by the Marcy's tambour shows a 
violent increase of pressure at the moment of shot (first 
or explosive effect) and a certain recoil therefrom, this 
recoil being directly changed for a steady increase in ten
sion brought about by the secondary cause of death, 
namely, the ha:morrhage, of which I ha\'C already spoken. 
To treat such ha:morrhage only ordinary surgical measures 
are requisite, but these will be impossible if the activity 
of the respiratory centre has not previously been restored 
in the manner already indicated. 

To sum up, the basis of scientific discussion of the 
nature and causation of the phenomena evoked by bullet 
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wounds of the cerebral hemispheres must rest on two 
principal factors-the velocity of the projectile and the 
development of hydrodynamic mo\·ement in the wet 
Jiving tissues. 

I am glad to have had the opportunity of laying before 
you the facts on a subject which combines the pleasure 
of pure physical research with the interest inseparable 
from the resolution of pathological problems. 

GEORGE JOHN RO.MANES. 

A NOTHER of our not too numerous band of English 
biological investigators has been taken from us in 

the prime of life. The list is a heart-rending one, and its 
full share of sadness surrounds the fate of this last dear 
friend and companion. Garrod, Frank Balfour, Moseley, 
Herbert Carpenter, Milnes Marshall-all were younger at 
death than Romanes, and he only reached the age of 
forty-six just three days before he died. For some two 
years his friends have watched with anguish the progress 
of the disease-a condition of the arteries resulting in 
apoplexy-which has now ended his pain. Marvellous was 
the activity of mind and the eagerness with which he 
pursued his favourite discussions even to the day of his 
death. Nothing, perhaps, more touching was ever wit
nessed by those who knew and loved his kindly earnest 
nature than the calm conviction with which he realised 
that the hand of Death was laid on him, the pathetic 
smile with which he would say, as he puffed his cigarette, 
" Of course my life is only banging by a thread, and I 
shall never be able to finish the experiments which would, 
I think, convince you." 

George John Romanes was the son of the Rev. Prof. 
Romanes, and was born in Kingston, Canada, on May 
20, 1848. He studied at Caius College, Cambridge, 
took honours in the Natural Sciences Tripos (187o), and 
was Burney Prize essayist in 1873. Having private 
means, he determined to devote himself to the study of 
psychology, which he proceeded to attack from two sides 
-that of physiology, and that of the doctrine of evolu
tion. He further equipped himself for his task by 
mastering the teachings of modern writers on "philo
sophy.'' To contribute to a knowledge of the evolution of 
Mind was the ultimate aim of his numerous researches 
and discussions. He was fortunate as a young man in 
forming an intimate friendship with 1\lr. Darwin; and it 
was his ambition not merely to carry the application of 
Mr. Darwin's methods and principles into the great field 
of mental evolution, but also to strengthen and, where 
possible, supplement the Darwinian theory itself.. Mr. 
Darwin assisted Romanes in this enterprise by leavmg to 
him unpublished work of his own on "instinct" and 
similar subjects. 

Romanes first became kno\vn to the larger public as a 
gifted and capable exponent of scientific doctrine by the 
lecture on "Animal Intelligence" which he gave in 
Dublin during the meeting of the British Associa
tion in that city in 1878. He was subsequently 
appointed Fullerian Professor in the. Royal Insti
tution and gave numerous lectures both there and 
at London Institution. He contributed a series 
of papers describing his researches on the nervous 
·system of the l\ledusre to the Plzilosoplzical Tram actions, 
and was elected a Fellow of the Royal Society fifteen 
years ago. His literary activity was very great, and re
sulted in the publication of several large and well-known 
books as well as in numerous essays and short articles 
of a character published in the reviews and 
in this journal. His chief books are" Animal Intelli
gence,'' '' Mental Evolution in Animals," "Mental 
Evolution in Man," "Jelly-fish, Star-fish, and 
urchins" "Darwin and after Darwin," and" An Examm
ation of \Veismannism." He had a keen love of public 
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